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Reviewer's report:

The article is interesting but needs to clarify the message further

It should state that the Snot20 subset nasal symptoms that correlate with CRWNP significantly support the article by Li who looked at CRS but also defines it further that the subset that is showing the correlation is the CRS with NP.

How does this help the clinician needs to be stated.

Does LMc score correlates better with CRS with NP? if yes explain why? If not explain why? Not clear from pg 7 line 9-10. pg 8 lines 13-15 which group the author is discussing LMc to. CRS wNP or CRS or CRS without NP and which stats test.

The nasal symptoms that correlate with CRS w np can also be symptoms for allergy. Did the author look at the allergy history or objective assessment of allergy and checked this correlation was not due to CRS with np pt who also have allergy. A paragraph needed for this.

Does the history of previous surgery have a bearing of disease severity and vas scores and snott scores? If not recorded state why not and why it is relevant.

What stats test was done to see the correlation between LMC score and snot20 and Snott20 and VAS and can this be shown graphically. The stats will need review by a statistician

I think if these points above are covered and the following topographical errors then happy too accept. Pg4 line55-56 needs of adding. Pg5 bronchial asthma Pg 8 septal deviation Pg9 line 14 spelling check Fig 1 patient
Are the methods appropriate and well described?
If not, please specify what is required in your comments to the authors.

Yes

Does the work include the necessary controls?
If not, please specify which controls are required in your comments to the authors.

Yes

Are the conclusions drawn adequately supported by the data shown?
If not, please explain in your comments to the authors.

Yes

Are you able to assess any statistics in the manuscript or would you recommend an additional statistical review?
If an additional statistical review is recommended, please specify what aspects require further assessment in your comments to the editors.

I recommend additional statistical review

Quality of written English
Please indicate the quality of language in the manuscript:

Needs some language corrections before being published
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